
With Audrey Wilson, Style Expert

My year was off to a flying start when I had the opportunity to meet the Top 10 Total 
Woman Over 40 finalists at a meet & greet event hosted at our GEMINI studio loft. These 
10 amazing finalists were selected from over 200 applicants, and you’ll find their inspiring 
stories in this issue of MOST. After sharing an evening of enlightening stories, heartfelt 
confessions, and wiping away tears, I came away with a happy heart. They had personal 
stories of suffering and loss, of career challenges, and broken marriages, but they all had 
one thing in common: They all were SUPER excited to be part of this new and exciting 
journey. We not only taught them how to pose on stage but how to walk in high heels –no 
easy feat in front of complete strangers!
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They all passed their runway training with 
flying colours and are excited to share their 
transformation with you at the upcoming 
Total Woman Show taking place February 6 
and 7 at Bingemans Conference Centre. 

After hearing their stories and sharing 
their hopes and dreams, it became 
evident that they were all searching for 
similar results. Building strength through 
adversity, redefining their sense of self and 
self-esteem, and of course, learning how to 
walk with conviction. Heels or no heels!

Women live such busy lives and often 

we forget that without igniting our 
superpowers and recharging our 
batteries, we’re no good to anyone … 
especially ourselves. 

Time to re-boot your energy with 
super-human strength. Time to harness 
your inner SUPERWOMAN power! Time to 
zip up your red boots, put on your cape, 
and let your hair down girls … it’s your year  
to soar!

Here are my Top Tips to harnessing your 
super powers so you can heroically save 
yourSELF and the world one day at a time:

FIND YOUR FORTRESS OF SOLIT UDE
For 15 minutes each day, find a quiet place 
in your home and simply… STOP! Rest, 
read, reflect, pray, stretch, journal, breathe, 
cry – whatever your soul needs, listen! My 
“perfect place of peace”? End of day – suds, 
bath tub, a good book, glass of wine and 
not always in that order.

M ISS I ON  ACCOM PLIS H E D! M ISS I ON  ACCOM PLIS H E D! 
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CLE A R THE CLU T TER
Get rid of the clutter that surrounds your 
home, office and car! Nothing makes 
you feel more out of control than when 
your personal space is in disarray. Start 
small, clear counters, and work your way 
through each room. Studies prove that if 
you work in a space that is clear of clutter, 
you will be 10% more effective. 

MA K E “ TO -DO” L ISTS
I am the ultimate “honey-do” list maker. 
Just ask my husband and teenagers! I 
make lists daily not only for myself but 
for them (yes, on a clipboard with check 
boxes and everything– very old school!). I 
rarely got A’s in school so what better way 
to feel accomplished than to check off the 
list when tasks are completed. 

SURROUND YOURSELF WITH GRE AT 
FRIENDS
They say you become who you are 
surrounded by, and if you are true to 
yourself, you know this to be true. 
Perhaps there are friends in your life 
right now that “deflate” you rather than 
“inflate” you? Time to clear this type of 
clutter! Spend more time with those who 
smile more and complain less. Trust me, 
both will rub off on you eventually!
 
BE MORE POSITIV E
I know what you’re thinking. How can I 
be more positive when I have so little to 
be positive about? Yes, the world and our 
lives can be crazy, but thinking negative 
thoughts and being fearful will take 
you further away from your goals than 
you might think. See, there is that word 
“THINK!” Think positive thoughts, speak 
positive words and you will be a more 
positive (and powerful) woman!

FEED YOUR HE A RT & SOUL
People often ask me how I maintain my 
positive and typically happy demeanour 
and stay “fed” emotionally. My secret 
is not so secret – I read! I LOVE 
motivational books that remind me how 
great my life is and how blessed I am. 
Sometimes all we need is to be reminded! 
My favourite author is Robin Sharma. 
Here are a few his greatest books:
The Greatness Guide – Book 1
The Greatness Guide – Book 2
Who Will Cry When You Die
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www.kitchener-waterloo-debt-help.ca

We focus on making a difference through valued relationships with the people we help and
the communities in which we work.We are committed to providing quality service, acting
with honesty and integrity, and being accountable to the individuals we serve.

Financial difficulties are among the few things that people still keep to themselves, unlike
family or marital troubles, which have become more acceptable to discuss. Yet money plays
such a major role in all our lives and affects everything we do. It’s important to know there is
somewhere you can turn to for help when financial troubles arise.

We want to help our neighbours when job losses, illness, marital problems or accumulation
debt cause financial difficulties that are impairing their lives. If you know someone who is
struggling to make ends meet, our debt help team is right here, in town ready to share ideas
and expertise regarding finances.

We listen, we care, we can help.

At BDO, we take our vision and values seriously.

BU Y RED BOOTS!
If all else fails, buy red boots! 
You’re bound to make a 
statement and perhaps be 
heard (and seen) for a change. 
Step outside your comfort zone 
ladies and live life larger than 
you did last year. 

Audrey Wilson
audrey@geminimodels.com
Style Expert,  
GEMINI Models


